
The Securamesh with Timber Infill  fence 

system provides a Medium level of security 

fence that is both aesthetically pleasing an 

effective visual barrier. Our pressure treated 

timber  is protected against rot and decay, 

making it ideal for  withstanding harsh British 

weather. Securamesh is a welded mesh panel 

with horizontal triangular folds that help to 

form a strong, rigid fence line, particularly 

suitable for use around schools, public 

buildings, retail parks and business premises.   

Posts, Clamp Bars & Fixings  

The posts that Securafit security products offers 

along with the clops provides a fixing system 

allowing for variations whilst securing the panels. 

The system is easy to install and allows the panels 

to be stepped, helping the fence line follow the 

contours of the ground.  With the vandal resistant 

security fixings this post and clip system provides a 

reasonable level of security to any boundary.  

CAUTION—the fence is not designed to take any 

additional loads e.g. Nettings, Signs or persons 

climbing. Any/all could lead to damage/failure of 

the fencing system. 

Finish  

Panels and posts have been submitted to  number 

of precoat processes, are galvanised to BS EN ISO 

1461 and can polyester power coated to BS EN ISO 

13438. All fixings are fully galvanised.  

Vertical infill typically is, 17 x 43 PAR S/F 
Whitewood *P2 Green Treated cross cut to required 
height. 

Horizontal rails are, 45 x 45 PAR S/F Whitewood 
*P2 Green Treated cross cut to required length. 
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Longevity 

The timber should  be treated 1–3 years depending 

on levels of wear & tear + exposure1 with an 

appropriate preservative—we recommend ‘Stable 

Coat—Light Green’ Wood Stain2. All fixings should 

be bi-annually checked for damage, and tightening 

if required. Dirt, Dust and Debris should be 

regularly cleared from the bottom of the fence. Any 

undergrowth or weeds should be appropriately 

cleared from beneath the fence.   

1—discretion advised: check condition of timber regularly -  coats 

may be need to be applied more frequently 

2—can be purchased from www.protekwoodstain.co.uk 

https://www.protekwoodstain.co.uk/

